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User Segmentation Using Characteristic Traits

We present a set of diverse algorithms that automatically create the most optimal segments of the users based on their behavioral traits. The Adobe dataset contains binary information about approximately 137 million user profiles and 5197 traits. The sparsity of the data is about 99.82%. The trait “800” is ubiquitous and thus contributes the most to the long tail effect.

Auto-encoder + K-means

We use an auto-encoder to learn a lower dimensional non-linear transformation of our dataset. Since the dataset is binary, we use a Binary Cross Entropy Loss in the auto-encoder. We then run a K-means algorithm on the encodings obtained. In order to compare clusterings with different K’s, we use a Calinski-Harabasz Index customized to effectively handle binary data.

Matrix Factorization Clustering Result (Trait 800 Removed)

We build an Implicit ALS to decompose the original sparse matrix into low dimensional user factors and trait factors, and then apply K-means clustering on top of user factors. In Figure 3, the left side plot is based on minimizing the MSE on all observed entries equally, and the right side plot is built by weighing each trait with the reciprocal of its relative frequency.

Conclusions

Dimensionality reduction is the key to sparse binary data clustering. Even though the dataset has more than the 5000 traits per user, the optimal number of user segments is very small (around 5).
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